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Administrivia

• Reminder: Homework 1 code due today. Ask for help if you’re having trouble.

• Small FYI: Quiz solutions will be posted on the Web sometime after class.

• Quiz 2 Tuesday.

• Homework 2 due dates posted (design next Tuesday, code Thursday).

Remember that it’s not a bad idea, after you generate HTML documentation,

to point a browser at it and check that your comments are showing up where

they should.

• Current/latest version of Eclipse as installed on our machines doesn’t

properly support some drag/drop/cut/copy/paste operations. If you want one

that does, you can start an older version from the command line using the

command galileo.
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Homework 2 — General Comments

• Design phase is meant to be about defining classes and interfaces. For every

class (or interface) and every method, I want comments (can be be brief). For

classes, these should describe (to the best of your understanding) how they

fit into your game (e.g., “class for wall blocks”).

• In order to generate the HTML documentation (“javadoc”), you probably have

to have something minimally compilable. As suggested in assignment — you

can create skeleton/stub versions of methods, and fill in real code in code

phase. (For classes where you get code, though, might be simpler just to

copy it in right away, if there are comments in the code. Or copy comments

from game framework API.)

• Be sure to get the updated JAR file (should have name

PAD2S11Assn2.jar). With every assignment there will be a new JAR

file, as you replace various parts of the starter code with your code.
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Homework 2 Design

• Interfaces YourBlock, YourEntity: In project API, referred to as

“general block type” and “general entity type”. You will use these as

replacements for BasicBlock and BasicEntity, and everywhere

else you use one of the framework’s generic classes.

• Player and game setup classes. Copy code from BasicPlayer and

BasicGameSetup and edit (change package line, block and entity

types). May want to change game setup more during code phase. Also edit

your main class from the first assignment.

Don’t worry about player for now — you will start writing your own in the next

assignment.
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Homework 2 Design Continued

• Block class(es). These are blocks that make the playing field for your game.

Should have one class for each kind of block (floor, walls, ladders, anything

that doesn’t move). Try to define as many as you can. Copy code from

BasicBlock.

• Screen class (class implementing Screen interface). This is the most work

in this assignment. Eclipse can make stub methods for you. Copy and paste

comments from API. (If you let Eclipse do this, it puts in @Override tags. I

say leave them!)
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Homework 2 Code — How to Approach Defining a Class

• What methods do I need? If implementing an interface, you at least need the

methods in the interface. May want additional methods. If making a subclass,

remember you automatically inherit all methods from superclass. Can

override them and/or provide additional methods.

• What variables do I need to implement the needed methods? e.g., if defining

a Rectangle class that has a getArea method, probably need either

area or width and height.

• The class where this advice will be most relevant is the one implementing the

Screen interface. You will need to represent your 2D grid of blocks and a

list of entities. What kinds of variables would be good? (Look at the game

framework API for hints about the list.)
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Homework 2 Code — Some Tips

• Eclipse will suggest adding a variable called serialVersionUID to

some of your classes. Do that. (Notice there’s one of these in some of the

provided code.) Value can be anything. We will talk later about what this

means and how to make use of it.

• Notice that x/y coordinates of framework are opposite of row/column.

getSize() in screen class should return width by height.

• To confirm that your code works:

– Start the game, and verify that the playing field is what you defined

(dimensions, plus appearance of blocks — for now, solid colors are okay).

– Try running the screen editor (directions in “project description” document).

If it comes up, and shows all the kinds of blocks you defined, all is well.

(Actually it doesn’t have to do that if you don’t plan to use it — it just has to

not crash.)
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Bank Example Revisited/Improved

• Current withdraw and deposit methods don’t do any error checking.

Add some (using exceptions).

• We don’t really want to allow creating Account objects, only objects of

subclasses, so make Account abstract. Revise toString() to

illustrate use of abstract method.

• Improve demo programs.

• Implement paying interest.
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Recap/Review of Some Useful Java Features

• Examples of enumerated types, generic class, “foreach” syntax, and

Scanner to get input from standard input on “sample programs” page.

• (Briefly review some of these.)
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Minute Essay

• Next time I plan to talk about sorting and searching. Did you talk about that in

your PAD I?


